Buttplate, wax cast brass or steel ....................... #BP-TN-1-B or I
This Tennessee longrifle style buttplate has the most curvature and crown of any we offer. Use this on a fullstock rifle, perhaps with a banana shaped patchbox. Wax cast, this buttplate can be cold bent (pressed in a vise) to lessen the curvature, making it a bit longer.

#BP-TN-1-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $27.50
#BP-TN-1-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $20.99

Buttplate, wax cast brass or steel ....................... #BP-SM-1-B or I
This Southern Mountain longrifle style buttplate has a distinctive diamond shape, when viewed from the butt end. This dictates the shape of the buttstock, making a truly graceful longrifle. Patterned after an antique we suggest our similar Southern Mountain wax cast triggerguard #TG-SM-1-B to compliment this buttplate. Yes, this buttplate can be bent cold, if necessary. Available in wax cast steel or brass.

#BP-SM-1-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $27.50
#BP-SM-1-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $20.99

Buttplate, brass or nickel silver ....................... #BP-E-39-B or S
A tiny buttplate from a late Ohio style percussion rifle. The comb retains the octagon theme of an earlier period, which may be rounded for use on later guns. This tiny buttplate does not have the extreme crescent shape found on some sand cast buttplates. It is a comfortable choice for a reduced scale halfstock or fullstock rifle.

#BP-E-39-B buttplate, sand cast yellow brass only $14.50
#BP-E-39-S buttplate, sand cast nickel silver only $15.50